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Introduction: Systematic variations in rare earth element partitioning, oxidation state, and Nd and Sr isotopic ratios suggest basaltic shergottites represent either various degrees of crustal assimilation or sample a heterogeneous mantle [1-5]. The apparently oxidized nature of the enriched (i.e. “crust-like”) component could indicate interaction with an ancient ocean or other long-lived water source on Mars. On Earth, low-temperature hydrothermal alteration of oceanic crust results in elevated concentrations of B and Li, and high δ²⁶Li and δ¹¹B while Be contents are unaffected [6, 7]. As altered crust is subducted, dewatering reactions transport fluid-mobile B and Li from the slab, but leave Be relatively unchanged. The different partitioning behaviors of these light lithophile elements provide a means to track the presence of altered oceanic crust or fluids derived from altered oceanic crust in the source regions of subduction-related lavas. Using a single detector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) at the University of Maryland, we analyzed whole-rock Li and Be concentrations in six Martian meteorites (Shergotty, Zagami, Los Angeles, EETA 79001, Dhofar 019, and Chassigny) to evaluate whether the “crust-like” component in the basaltic shergottites experienced low-temperature hydrothermal alteration.

Results: A positive correlation between Li and Be in most meteorites suggests these elements behave incompatibly and preserve igneous conditions. Dhofar 019 has an unusually high Li content, possibly due to terrestrial weathering. When compared to ε⁰⁹⁰Nd, Li and Be in Zagami, Shergotty, Los Angeles, and EETA 79001 display similar trends as ε⁰⁹⁰Nd vs. La/Yb, fO₂, and ⁸⁷Sr/⁸⁶Sr, suggesting the “crust-like” component is enriched in these elements. Li and Be values for Chassigny plot opposite the oxidized meteorites, apparently representing mantle Li and Be compositions. A strong correlation is not observed between Li or Be and δ¹⁸O [8], suggesting the “crust-like” component was not altered at low temperatures. Whole rock Li data contrast with in situ pyroxene data by [9, 10] who concluded lower Li and B contents in pyroxene rims vs. cores suggests Li and B were lost during magma degassing.